
Also from ABC World Reference

After exploring Wide World of AnimalsÔ, we know you’ll want to discover more of the exciting 
multimedia learning tools from ABC World Reference

Each ABC World Reference CD-ROM delivers an engaging and sophisticated user interface, 
comprehensive content and leading-edge technology for an absorbing multimedia experience the whole 
family will enjoy.

Click on the name of each title for highlights...

·  3D Atlas is the award-winning, multimedia exploration of earth.

·    World News Insight  Ô   is the complete resource for understanding issues and trends shaping 
our world today.

To learn more about Creative Wonders, click on the following:
Creative Wonders



3D Atlas

Winner of the “Best Information and Reference” award, 3D Atlas is the perfect reference tool for
home and school

· As over 1 million users know, 3D Atlas is the only atlas that shows the world as it actually 
exists: full of elevations and depressions and dynamic over time.

· Navigate 3D spinning globes and zoom through nine levels of detail from the    bottom of the 
Aleutian ocean to the top of Mt. Everest.

· Explore every country on earth through documentaries, spy satellite photos, and a wealth of 
statistical data from the World Resources Institute. 3D Atlas examines the environment, 
geography, climate, politics and cultures of each.

· Experience environmental mini-documentaries on the issues most crucial to our planet. Learn 
what you can do to help.

· Fun for the whole family awaits you in the “Around the World“ trivia game.

“Superman couldn’t fly you around faster or show you a better time”
 ...Washington Post



World News Insight

The complete resource to understand issues and trends 
that shape the world

· Place world events in an historical and geographical context in ways never before possible with 
World News Insight(tm),    the multimedia news encyclopedia and reference tool.

· Interact with an extensive collection of information which combines the editorial expertise of ABC 
News with video and still images from the ABC news    archives.

· Find out about the roots of the Bosnian war, the status of the battle against AIDS, or learn what 
led to the decline of Communism.

· Gain valuable perspectives on the forces shaping our world today. World News Insight is much 
more than an almanac of facts, it is an in-depth resource for school and home.

· Whether you‘re a student, teacher or thoughtful observer of world events, World News Insight 
(tm) shows you the relevance of key issues, people, and trends and helps you understand what 
makes them news today.



Creative Wonders

Creative WondersÔ products combine the news and entertainment expertise of Capital Cities/ABC 
with Electronic Arts‘ mastery of interactive technology.    With familiar characters, trusted information 
sources and the magic of multimedia, we create engaging experiences that everyone can enjoy. We 
view each of our products as ‘creative wonders‘ that excite the emotions, stimulate learning, and are 
always entertaining and easy to use.

To purchase any Creative Wonders title, visit your local software retailer or 
call 1-800-543-9778.

ABC World ReferenceÔ and World News InsightÔ are trademarks of Capital Cities/ABC Multimedia, Inc.

 




